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TEE MDilNG OF AIR BETWEEN ADJACENT ROOMS IN D\TEILINGS

K.E.Sirén

Helsinki University of lechnology

Sahkomiehentie 4, 02150 Espoo, Finland

ÄBSTRACT

Calculating contaminant concentrations in dwellings using the multi-cha.mber theory

inplies some method of evaluating the air exchange through the doorways. The develop-

ae¡t and main features of an a.natytical method applicable to this Purpose a're presented"

The paramete¡e of the method are evaluated by tracer gas measrrÎements in a system

cout¡,ining two chambers. The results a.re a^nalyzed and their usefulness estimated.

INTRODUCTION

The main goal in developing the ventilation of buildings is usually to find a solution

¡hich ¡chieves good air quality in the whole ventilated space in all situations and with

It¡¡ou¡ble energf costs. It is the¡efore essential to know how different facto¡s affect the

cqt¡oinaut concentration histories in the system. The movement of the air, particles and

otbc¡ contnrninauts in a dwelling containilg several roor¡¡¡ is a complicated phenomenon'

ticrcrtheless, the concentrations ca¡ be evaluated ruing the well-known multi-cåamber

tà.ory [1]. Calculatio¡¡ using this theory imply a knowledge of the qua.ntities describing

thc ryrtem in queation. Several factors influence the concentration histories. The mixing

C ù between ad,jaceut roo¡¡ls, which is described by the air flows through the doorways,

L ooe ¡uch factor.
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The purpose of this study is twofold. First, to choose a method for evaluating the air

flows through doorways, to be able to calculate concentration histories usiag the multi-

cha,mber theory. Second, to frnd out the features of this method when applied to conditions

existing in dwellings. In principle there a¡e several possibilities to evaluate the ai¡ flows

between adjacent roours. ln the case of an existing aystem the air velocities in the doorways

can be measured and the flow rates integrated. Methods using one or several tracer gases

can also be used. With the same amount of work the quantities of primary interest, the

concentration histories can, however, be measured direct without any need for further

calculations. It might in this context thus be.more natural to evaluate the flows by

calculation, either using numerical fluid dynamical methods or analytical approaches. The

numerical methods do not usually correspond with the multi-chamber theory as regards the

assumptions made and the information included in the results. Hence, the best alternative

seeuu¡ to be the analytical approach.

THE MOVEMENT OF AIR THROUGH THE DOORWAY

The anaþical calculation of the ai¡ occha¡ge through a doorway implies some sim-

phfying approximations. Brown and Solvason [2] considered a system of two cha,mbers

sepa.rated by a vertical pa^rtition. The fluid in tbe system was able to move from one

cha,mber to the other through a recta.ngula.r opening of height E and width Ìff. The fr¡gt

approxination was to assume uniform temperatures T1 and 1z a¡rd uniform densities pr

a¡d pz in the chambers. The system was closed, which means that there was no con¡ection

between the system and its environment. Thus the pressure difference between the two

cha,mbers at level z is

Lp(") : s(pz - et)2, (1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. the z¿ro level of the vertical coordinate is

determi¡ed in a natural mannet by the conserya,tion of rrmss- Because there is no net flow,

the flow ¡ate from cha,mber I to chamber 2 is equal to the flow rate from cha.mber 2 to

cha^mber 1. To achieve such a eituation the pressure diffe¡ence in the opening mrst be

symrnetrical, Fig.la. Further, if the flow th¡ough the opening is a.Bsumed to be ideal a¡rd

the fluid is assumed to be a perfect gas, the velæity at level z becomes

]I
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u(z) : (ro,9.,)r , (2)
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I being the difference in gas temperaturea between the chambers arid I being the mean

gas temper¿tu¡e in the whole system. The volume flow rates through the opening are

calculated by integrating the velocities over tbe appropriate area. thus, for example in

the case of Fig.la the flow rate through the lower part of the opening turns out to be

?

Qt: cw I a(z)dz. (3)

_t ,,
The coeffi.cient of discharge was added to allow for the ¡eal frictional nature of the flow.

The integration of Eqn.(3) yields

ot='-cwn("H3 \2 )*,
(4)

where o:2gÙl1. The flow rate Qz|u- the oppoaite direction through the upper part of

the opening is in this case equal to Qt.

Sh¿w and Wh¡e [3] developed the theory furthe¡ for hospital hygiene purposes. They

considered ãn opeu system by adding a net air flow to the previous case. The principle of

præsute summation thr¡s gives for the pressure difference in the doorway

^p(r\ 
: g(pz - pr)" * p,, (5)

p" being the pressure difference due to the ventilation system or Eome other extern¿l source

"nd producing the net flow rate Qa Fig.lb. By applying the Bernoulli equation both to

the total flow and to the net flow separatel¡ the velocity in the doorway becomes

o(z): (oz*o?)', (6)

¡'here u, is the mean velocity in the doorway conesponding to the net flow ¡ate. Now

the flqw rates in opposite di¡ections are no longer equal. The outflow Qz having the same

flow direction as the net flow and the infl,ow Q1 flowing in the opposite direction a¡e

'f
Qt: cw J l(z)dz, (7)
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The bound of integration zs is called the neutral level and its position changes depending

on the temperature difference and the net flow rate. When the neutral level is between

:fl 12 1 zo I H f 2,, lbe integration of Eqns.(7) *d (8) yields

et:I"*n (

ez =Icwn (+

oE
2

(e)

(10)

Increasing the net flow rate decreases the inflow. When the neutral level reaches the value

zo : -E f 2, the inflow is equal to zero and the outflow is equal to the net flow rate.

Shaw and tffhyte made an extensive series of measurements to verify this theory. They

did, however, have some slight difficulty in explaining the results ¡elated to small, 0...2 K

temperature differencea. They found a eolution by aetting the coefficient of discharge as a

function of the temperature difference g a¡rd the velocity u'.

Lidwell [4] criticized the above presentation severely. His own solution was to use

a tu¡bulence præsure term tp,, operating equally in opposite directions. This way the

movement of air in the doorway could be ocplained, when there was no tem,perature

difference or net flow. The pressure difference between the roorn. is now

Ap(") = g(pz - pr)z * p, ipu. (11)

Due to the nature of the turbulence pressule, there are two flow velocities

o+(r) - (oz*2(p'+pòlùt (12)

,- (z) -' (oz * 2(p, - pò I plà (ts)

a¡d also two neutral levels zf, anit ze-, Fþ.lc. The iuflow a¡d outfl,ow'a¡e each divided

into two components. Fo¡ s¡Kr"nplê¡ in the case in Fig.lc the inflow is
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and after the integration the components are

er:lcwn(+)

=Lucwn(f)- ('

à a(pz * Pu)
I
2

poH

4(p" - pu
s
z

1- (16)

(rz)a1 poH

The final value for the inflow is the sum of the positive and negative components above.

The outflow, having the s"me flow di¡ection as the net flow, is calculated in an analogous

way. Further, the Bernoulli equation applied separately to the net flow leads to inconsis-

tencies between the net flow rate, the outflow and the inflow. Therefore the values for the

flow rates are calculated by simply choosing for the pressure difference p" a value such

that the equation

e.: ez - et (rg)

becomes valid. Depending on the position of the neutral levels, the temperature difference

and the mutual values of the pressure differences, the outfl.ow and inflow are calculated

using equations of different kinds.

A METHOD FOR EVATUATING lEE PÁ.RAMETERS C tl'ND p"

The temperature difference between adjacent roosrs in dwellings rarely oceeds two or

three degrees centigrade when the door is open. Similarl¡ the meanvelocity corresponding

to the net ff,ow rate through the doorvay usually varies from a few centimetres per second

to only a few millimeters per second. F¡om this point of view the measurements made e.g.

by Shaw and Whyte [3] contain relatively little relevant information. For this reason it was

decided to seek values fo¡ the coefficient of discha¡ge C and the tu¡bulence Pressure p, in
conditions usually eristing in dwellings. Because the final goal was to combine the previous

method with the multi-charaber theory to calculate conta.mi¡ant concent¡ations in syste'ns

containing seve¡al roonrs, it was natural to choæe a tracer gas meas¡urement method. After

trying a few alternatives, a stationary twochanber method was chosen. this method is

based ou tracer gas measurements in a aystem containing two cha^mbers, Fig.2. Using

octernal equipment a net flow rate Q, is forced through the doorway from cha.mber 1 to

chamber 2. A constant release tzte rh2 of tracer gas is injected into cha,mber 2, where the

concentration is aseumed to have a uniform välue Cz. The inflow Qr also transports tracer
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gas into chamber 1, achieving a uniform concentration Cr. The conservation of mass for

chamber 1 yields

ur* : -ezct * etcz, (rg)'dt
where V¡ is the volume of chamber 1 and t is time. In a stationary situation the time

derivative of the concentration C1 is equal to zero and Eqn.(19) becomes

Qt Ct

a, = cr' (20)

Hence only two quantities, the concentrations C1 and C2 need to be measured to evaluate

the ratio of the flow rates Qt and Qz. On the other hand, according to the theory on

the mixing of air between adjacent roorns, the ratio of the flow rates is a function of the

coefficient of discharge and the turbulence pressure

lr: l(c,p,). (21)

To solve the para.meters C md p,, at least two values measured in identical conditions are

needed for the rztio C¡f Cz. If there are more than two values available, it is possible to

choose for the parameters values which produce the best agreement between the measured

and calculated concentrations.

MEASUREMENTS

Measurements to evaluate the pa^ra^meters C æd p,. were performed in the laboratory

of the National Swedish Institute for Building Reaearch. A test house containing ûve ¡oo-"
and having a floor a¡ea of 7O.2m2 a¡d a total volr¡me of. L75.7mB was arrailable, Fig.3. By

closing a¡rd sealing the doors to the hall, the kitchen a¡d the bedroom were separated

from the other roours to form a systcn of two cha,mbers. The supply air into this system

came through two air inlets located above the bedroom window. The orhaust air was

ext¡acted from the kitchen. The teroperature difference between the rooms was achieved

using radiators located beneath the window in both roouu¡. the tracer 86r a mixture of

Ile and NzO, was iqjected at a constant ¡elease rate through rota.meters into the kitchen.

To male the concentration distribution as uniform as possible, the gas was i4iected at

sixty points by meâns of perforated tubes. The ai¡ temperatures wele measured at the

center point in each rq)m. The concent¡ations were monitored at three different levels i¡
the cente¡ of each room and at two levele by the doorrvay. the net flow rate through the
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doorway, which was equal to the supply flow rate to the bedroom, was measured separately

before and after every parameter measurement using the constant concentration method

[5].

A¡ was previously mentioned, to solve the values of the coefficient of discharge and the
turbulence p¡essure at least two pairs of concentration values are needed in a stationary

situation. This was done by changing the release rate of the tracer gas twice during
a twelve-hour run. In this way three concentration levels were achieved du¡ing each

measurement situation a¡rd the values of the parameters could be based on three pairs of
concentration values. Fig.a shows the concentration histories of two such measurements.

During run 1Cl3 the temperature difference ê was relatively large. The 2.03 m high
doorway was only 0.12 m wide. As a consequence the mean velocity u, corresponding

to the net flow rate was rather high. The flow in the doorway was steady and clear-cut.

Because the tempe¡ature in the kitchen was higher than in the bedroom, the air flowed from
the kitchen to the bedroom through the upper part of the doorway and back through the
lower part. The highest concent¡ations were, as eKpected, in the kithcen. The existence

of a concentration difference between the upper and lower pa.rt of the kitchen is clea¡.

This was due to the air flow from the bedroom. A simila¡ difference also existed in the
bedroom. thus, the assumed uniform concentration difference was not valid in practice.

The concentration distribution cãn naturally be made uniform by mechanical mixing e.g.

by using fa¡rs. This was also tried while developing the injection technique. The system
was, however, extremely sensitive and the use of any kind of fan was out of the question,

because this irn.ediately affected the air flow through the doorway. Hence the uneven

concentratiou distribution must be accepted a¡d the effects must be compensated in the
calculation proced.ures. Instead of a stationary situation a quasi-stationary situation mr¡st
likewise be'accepted in practice. During run 1C1? both the temperature difference a¡rd

the mea¡r velocity were small becar¡se the door between the roottt" was wide open. The
flow was no longer as steady. The temperatu¡e in the kitchen was still higher and the fl.ow

di¡ections were in principle the same as during the previous exa.rople. The fl.uctuations
in the concentrations were then stronger because of the snalle¡ heating poy/er and as a
consequence of the poorer thermal mixing. According to visual observations, if both the
temperatu¡e difference and the mea¡ velocity were small, the velocity distribution in the
doorway was indeterminate and unstable. Nevertheless, measurernents using tracer gas

cao be performed also under such conditions.
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To evaluate values for the coefficient of discharge and the turbulence pressure, more
than twenty runs similar to those presented in Fig.a were made. The temperature differ-
ence between the cente¡ points of the toorur varied between O : 0...3 K. The specific flow
rate of the system was about O.5(mslh)1m3. By keeping the net flow rate through the
doorway constant and by changing the position of the door, three different values for the
mean velocity were achieved in the range u::0.25...4.S cm/s. The concentration of each
chamber was calculated as a mean value of all three measuring points during one hour
befo¡e the change in the tracer gas release rate. In this way th¡ee concentration values for
both chambers could be derived from each run. Using Eqns.(2O) and (Zl) acombination of
values for the parameters was chosen such that the best agreement between measured and
calculated concentrations was achieved according to the criterion of least squares. These
calculations \rere performed using a digital computer.

TEE PARAMEÎERS

The values of the parameters vs. the temperature difference ate presented in Fig.5.
Each level of velocity u' has a symbol of its own. The first impression is that the scatter of
the results is quite large. The coefficient of discharge does, however, seem to be a function
of both the tempe¡ature difference a¡rd the mean velocity and it can be presented by means
of a¡ exponential function

c(o, u") = 3,7a2 * 6.4u"e-e - 0.90e-e + 0.g0, (22)

where the unit of measurement for the temperature difference is [K] and the unit of
meas¡urement for the mean velocity is [m/s]. On the other hand, no correlation ca¡ be
found between the previous argumeuts a¡d the turbulence-pressure. The infl.uence of the
turbulence pressure on the values of the flow rates ¡ ef irnporta¡ce only when O and u,
¡¡e both small. Fo¡ this rea¡¡on and for the lack of correlation, a consta¡rt value pu:si
mPa was chosen for calculation purposes.

In aeeking an errplanation for the large scatter of the results, the effects of the theory
itaelf spring to mind ûrst. The analytical model contains several approximatio¡s which
¡le cotnPensated by choosing suitable values fo¡ the para^meters. Howeverr BüI factors
affecting the ai¡ exchange through the doornay are not included in the theory. Futher, the
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method for de¡iving the parameters causes scatter particularly in the values of Pr, because

the coefficient of discharge has a stronger influence on the calculation result. Errors in the

tneasurements do of course also affect the results. The influence of variations in the air

humidity v/as especially clear a¡t no compensation was used.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the coefficient of discharge is to take into account the effects of the real

frictional flow compared with the ideal flow. In physical terns this coefficient should

always be smaller than unity. The tracer gas measu¡ement method did, however, also give

values larger than unity. This can of course be explained by errors in measurement because

the excess is only small. Another reason may be, that the evaluation of the parameters

was based not only on the theory for calculating the air flows through the doorway but

also on the multi-chamber theory. In this context complete mixing u'a¡¡ a¡¡sumed, this in

itself being in harmony with the assumption of uniform temperature, though it may affect

the values of the parameters. The position of the door may also infl,uence the coefÊcient

of discha¡ge, but it hardly explains why the theoretical maximum value was exeeded.

The tu¡bulence pressure is a residual term aiming to explain the air movement through

the doorway which cannot be explained by the other factors included in the theory. The ai¡
i¡side a dwelling is always moving. there is no need for a temperatu¡e difference between

Eome speciûed points in the roours or a net flow rate to achieve air movement through

the doorway. \{arm and cold surfaces create convective flows which ma^ke the whole air
mass move. The impulse of the supply air also has an effect on the movement of ai¡ in
the room. Such phenomena a¡e of no minor importance, especially when the temperature

difference and the mean velocity correponding to the net flow ¡ate a¡e small. At la.rger

tcmperature difference values the tu¡bulence pressu¡e has practically uo influence on the
calculated f.ow rates.

Despite of thei¡ apparently uncertain values, the par".'eters have proved to be quite

tueful. By combining the multi-chamber theory with the method for calculating the air
ûows through a doorway, a computer progr"n [6] was developed to calculate concentration
hictories in dwellings. The measured concentration histories in a system of five roor¡s could
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in most cases be described satisfacto¡ily by rneatu¡ of -¡:< .-:¿L:lation progrârn. The progran

lnustr however, be used with ca¡e. It can be applieri ->¡l È3 conditions usually existing in

dwellings. In addition, all the chambe¡s mr¡st be hor==---.¡.dl-v adjacent. For vertical flows

it should be possible to make corresPosrìing Parul¡- rrr-: saluations than for horizontal

flows al¡eady has been done. In this way the r¡sefuln<- ¡: '.he calculation procedure could

be further increased'
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